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CO:MPA:lU&ON OF SYNTHETIC AND DIRECT TESTING .OF MINIA TUBE FUSES 

L. Vermij. A.J.M. Mattheij, Littelfuse Tracor :a.V .• Utrecbt, Netherlands 
A. Th. Maissan, L. van der Sluis, KEMA. Arnhem, Netherlands 

According to lEG publication 127 the breaking capacity of miniature fuses should be tested using a 
voltage source of sufficient power. In the past proposals have been made and experiments have been 
carried out to test the breaking capacity of such fuses in an LC-circuit. It can be argued that relevant 
conditions in an LC-circuit differ firom thol'le as experienced in a direct test method. especially duril'lg the 
arcing period. 

Starting from a simplified arcing model the paper presents arguments based on which it becomes 
conceivable that direct testing may result in different conditions in both test methods. which may lead to 
test results which are not comparable with each other. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The breaking capacity of a miniature fuse is at least determined by two criteria, viz [lJ 

1-1 The maximum arc power which in general is developed at the instant of fusing. 
1-2 The arc energy W b g.enerated in the fuse during the arcing period. 

In this paper a comparison will be made between two methods {If testing the breaking capacity of miniature 
fuses, viz. direct testing according to lEG publication 127. and synthetic testing in an LRC-circuit, as 
proposed several times in litterature e. g. by Winter at all [2]. Assuming the validity of both above 
mentioned criteria then the two testing methods should result in equal results with respect to the criteria 
mentioned and under otherwise comparable circumstances as e. g. pre-arcing .conditions. 

So we confine ourselve to the arcing period and to the question whether a synthetic test circuit can be 
defined which will give equal test results regarding the above mentioned criteria as compared with the 
direct test circuit specified in lEC 127 for HBC miniature fuses. (l500A prospective current in a 250VAC 
circuit with cos<p 0.8) In trying to find an answer on this question we assume that pre-arcing 
conditions are comparable. This means that for one specific fuse type to be tested the /i'dt value and 
the instantaneous value of the current at the instant of fusing are equal in both test circuits. 

2. THE 

For a theoretical approval of the above mentioned. question we start from the resistance - step model for 
an arc in a fuse as developed earlier [3] [4] and which has proven to give an acceptable explanation of 
arcing behaviour in a fuse. Very briefly the resistance - step - model contains the following : 

In case of short circuit the arc voltage coming into existance at the instant of fusing can be understood 
by the action of a resistance step with amplitude Bf at the instant of fusing t . The value of is 
typical for a given fuse design and may also depend to some extend on the value of the current I. at 
instant t (see fig. 1) The self-inductance, present in any circuit in practice. opposes a" sudden 
variation current at the instant Rf arises, which means that at t :: Ii. a voltage Ef across the fuse will 
arise, the value of which is determined by Ef '" • The power P f at the instant t = t 1 is equal to 
P f . II E f = II' R.,. which normally shows a value at t = t . This means that the f_.citerium for 
maXImum arc power P f includes a criterium for I , meaning that also lconditions resulting from the pre-ar-
cing period are taken into account. 1 

In many cases in practice an increase of the arc-resistance during a certain period of time (:, will occur. 
Such an increase can be approximated by a linear increase during "'. so R:f may show a time function as 
indicated in fig. 2. This will be the case as a consequence of multiple arcing and! or burning back of the 
fuse element. The existance of a rise time'" may lower the maximum value of the peak voltage to a value 

-< Ef. This is especially the case if the rise-time 6 is not very small compared with the time 
of the circuit from which the fuse forms a part. . 

..... -- ............. 

Fig. 1 ; Arc voltage current 
and resistance wave forms of 
a fuse in case of short circuit. 

Fig. 2 Arc resistance model 
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3. THE MAXIMUM ARC-POWER IN BOTH TESTING CIRCUITS 

U::: U sinwt 

Fig. 3 

Direct testing circuit 

R 

c 

Fig. 4 

Synthetic testing circuit 

Fig. 3 shows, somewhat simplified, the direct testing 
circuit as specified in IEC 127 for the breaking capacity 
test for HBC-miniature fuses, whereas 4 shows the 
synthetic test circuit using a capacitor as a current 
source. 

A computer simulation has been made for the computation 
of the maximum arc voltage e in relation to the 
maximum possible arc voltage l3f lR f in both circuits, 
and using the arc model as shown in fig. 2. 

For the circuit of fig. 3 the circuit parameters as derived 
from the lEG test circuit have been taken. The circuit 
parameters of fig. 4 have been chosen such that in both 
cases the pre-arcing conditions !Ii'dt-value and the value 
of 11 ) are equal. 

Fig. 5 shows some computational results. In this graph 
e fiE f has been plotted as a function of ~ where T L 
is "t'h~ circuit time constant in both circuits TL LIR. As a 
remark the capacitance in the synthetic circuit results in a 
time-constant TL = RC for which is valid 't c » 'fL' 

From the graph of fig. 5 it can be seen that there is no 
big difference in values of eEmax I as a function of f1 fr L 

in both circuits. However, plotting efmaxlE f as a function 
of f1 and with relevant values of TL in both cases, a 
remarkable difference between the two circuits becomes 
visible. (see fig. 6) In the example of fig. 6. comparable 
results with respect to e fmax are only possible using a 
charging voltage of the capacitor which is considerable' 
lower than required, according to lEG 127. 

As a remark, it has been shown in the past that good 
conformity exists between theoretical curves for the circuit 
of fig. 3, as shown in fig. 5, and experimental results 
[5]. Further, we remark that values of fI. at which a 
remarkable lowering of the peak arc voltage will occur, are 
quite normal values for miniature fuses at relevant values 
of short-circuit current to be interrupted. 

So as a conclusion one may state that a difference between the peak arc voltage in both testing circuits is 
quite conceivable, meaning also that the maximum power P f in both cases may differ remarkably from each 
other. Similar results with respect to Pf may be obtained if TL LIR is equal in both testing circuits, but 
this condition will create a serious complication concerning equal pre-arcing conditions in both testing 
circuits. 
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Fig. 5 : Lowering of the peak voltage as a function of T 
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Fig. 6 : Lowering of the peak arc voltage 
as a function of t:.. 
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4. THE ARC ENERGY IN BOTH TESTING CIRCUITS 

In principle the behaviour of the arc in a fuse during the arcing period can be described by two 
simultaneous differential equations, viz : 

The energy balance equation of the arc in the fuse. 
The equation of the circuit from which the fuse is a part. 

Solving both equations together may result in an expression for the arc energy in a given situation, 
providing that all physical and electrical parameters are known in sufficient detail. This leads to the 
conclusion that the arc energy is not only determined by the fuse parameters, but also greatly influenced 
by the parameters of the circuit from which it forms a part. 

One can wonder if it is in principle possible to create in a totally different circuit equal conditions with 
respect to arc energy. This is the more so because a synthetic circuit (LRC-circuit), in contrary to the 
direct testing circuit, may show two different states (an aperiodic and a periodic state) which both may 
come into existance during testing of one fuse. It has been shown theoretically and proven experimentally 
(3] [6] that during fuse operation an LRC-circuit may be in the periodic state during the pre-arcing 
period, whereas during the arcing period the LRC-circuit may be in the aperiodic state. This will. be the 

case if the fuse resistance R
f

. is larger than the critical resistance 2Yfi of the circuit. So adjusting 

the LRC-circuit such as to create similar pre-arcing conditions does not garantee at all that during the 
arcing period also similar conditions occur. 

This statement can be made more plausible by having a somewhat closer look at the differential equations 
describing the circuits of figures 3 and 4. For both circuits is valid : 

u(t) 
di . Lett + Rl. + (t) 

Where etCt) is determined by ef (t) = irf (t) and r f(t} is governed by the energy balance equation of the 
arc. For the arc-energy dW

b 
during the time interval dt is valid: dW

b 
ef(tH dt, resulting in : 

dWb(t) = u(t)dt Li(t)di - Ri' (t)dt 
dt 

The voltage u{ t) in fig. 3 is given by the expression : 

u(t) 0 sin(wt + r) 

whereas for fig. 4 is valid 

u(t) = i~i(t)dt 
t, 

which in general will result in different expressions for dWb and, consequently. for Wb =!dW
b 

for both 
circuits. t 1 

It can be shown that in general for the circuit of fig. 3 the following is valid 

whereas for the circuit of fig. 4 we have 

where and 0 are maximum values of current and voltage respectively and U CU is the charging voltage of 
the capacitor of fig. 4. The parameters q ~ and q ~ are rather complicated functions of circuit parameters, 
closing angle, rf {tl, a.s.o. It is tempting to analyse these functions further, but the outcome is rather 
strong dependant on the ampUed arc model for such an analysis, so the pratical value of such an analysis 
is questionable. 



As a remark we like to mention that Boehne [7] already arrived at an expression for q , assuming that at 
t = t1 a constant arc-voltage E f comes into existance. To give somewhat more e~idence of possible 
differences in arcing behaviour in both testing circuits, the current and voltage wave forms in both cases 
are shown schematically in figures 7 and 8, for the circuits of figures 3 and 4 respectively. 

Fig. 8 shows the transition from the periodic state (for t < t 1 ) to the aperiodic state (for t >~l)' that 
means a transition from \, trni in fig. 8. This will happen if for t < t the resistance R is smalier than 
the critical resistance I\: = 2V7J-a of the circuit, whereas for t > t is valid R + R

f 
> Rc' In pratical cases, 

the time constant 'T = (R + Rfle (assuming a constant fuse resista1nce R during the arcing period) which 
determines the rate of aperiodic discharge of the capacitor, is always far greater than the time constant 
lfl = L/(R+Rr ) which determines the transient phenomena as indicated by the shaded area of fig. 8. In most 
pratical cases the initial fuse voltage E f 11 R

j 
is much greater than the capacitor voltage U at t = t l' 

If this is so, it can be easily derived, introducmg R
f 

n R c(n > 1), : Cl 

That means that the magnitude Ia of the aperiodic current (see fig. 8) is considerably less than the 
current I at t = t . Further it means that the value of I a and i {tl depends on the voltage U 1 at the 
instant of

l 
fusing. Sbch a dependancy does not exist in the case of'the circuit for direct testing as shown 

in fig. 3. 
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Fig. 7 Current and voltage traces 
in a direct testing circuit. 

5, CONCLUSIONS 
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Fig. 8 Current and voltage traces in 
a synthetic testing circuit. 

In the preliminary some comparison has been made between the conditions for testing of miniature fuses in 
two different testing circuits, This comparison has been made, based on two criteria for the arcing period 
only, so it is assumed that equal test conditions occur with respect to the pre-arcing period. It is argued 
that equal conditions regarding the pre-arcing period in a direct testing circuit according to IEC 127 and 
a sY,n,thetic LRC testing circuit, does not necessarily mean that during the arcing period also equal 
condI,tlOns, ar~ present. Arguments are given for the statement that it is unlikely that both testing 
CIrCUIts WIll gIve comparable results with respect to the breaking capacity of fuses, 
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